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Two Potential Topics
• Computational modeling of
predictive coding for selfcognition by NAO
– How can the self/non-self be
detected based on its
predictability?

Prediction
Feedback

Prediction error

• Behavioral experiment of selfcognition using iCub with VR
– How is our body extended to
the robot by controlling and
perceiving the robot from its
first-person’s view?

Related Work:
Associative Learning for Self-Cognition
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[Nagai et al., ICDL-EpiRob2011; Kawai et al., IROS2012]

Experimental Results:
Self-Other Discrimination and MNS
• Self-other
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through visual
development
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Questions
• How does the representation of
the self/non-self develop in the
neural network?
– Self-other correspondence
– Mirror neuron system

• How may relevant cognitive
abilities be acquired as a result of
predictive learning?

Prediction
Feedback

Prediction error

– Perspective taking
– Mirror test

• What are requirements for the neural network to enable a robot
to learn the self/non-self?
– Type of recurrent neural network (e.g., RNNPB, MTRNN, etc.)
– Sensory and motor signals (e.g., vision, tactile, somatic senses, etc.)

[Theofilis, Orlosky, Nagai, & Kiyokawa, Humanoids 2016]

Related Work:
Robot-Controlled Induction of Apparition
Current Biology Vol 24 No 22
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• What subjects do:

Neuroscience of an Apparition
2685

that the felt touch was not caused by themselves but by
another person behind them who was touching their backs.
This was revealed by subjective evidence, that is, a decrease
in the reported feeling of touching one’s own body, an increase in the feeling of being touched by somebody else,
and an increase in feeling the presence of another person under asynchronous stimulation. Such reductions in self-touch
and agency for one’s actions have been reported before (visual-motor, audio-motor, and somatosensory-motor conflicts
[31–34]). Our data are the first to induce such changes in association with the apparition or presence of another agent. Based
on the present findings, earlier data using trunk stimulation
[30], and theoretical considerations [35], we argue that the
sensorimotor arm-trunk conflict in association with strong
spatialInformation
incompatibility of self-touch induced the FoP.
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– Control the master robot with
his/her index finger, which actuates
the slave robot
– Feel tactile feedback on his/her back
generated by the slave robot

• Results:

– Synchronous condition à self-touch,
forward drift in self-location (with
force feedback)

– Asynchronous condition (500ms
delay) à touched by other, feeling of
someone’s presence, backward drift
in self-location (without force feedback)

Neuropsychiatry Neuropsychol. Behav. Neurol. 9, 114–122.

et al., 2014]

Questions
• What are necessary conditions to
extend our body to the robot?
– Types of sensory feedback
– Temporal delay or distortion in the
feedback

• How does the experience of the
extended-self modify our body image?
– Different affordance of objects

• What is the role of actions in perceiving the extended self?
– With action vs. without action conditions
– Similar to tool use

